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Nation
Update
Watt speaks
Interior Secretary James Watt
Wednesday characterized
the
commission reviewing his coalleasing program as having ''every
kind of mix you can have. I have a
black, I have a woman, two Jews
and a cripple." The remarks
brought immediate criticism from
all sides which Watt answered by
issuing a statement calling his wor- ·
ds "unfortunate."

Lebanon deal
Ronald
Reagan
and
Democratic leaders worked out a
deal Tuesday which approved the
deployment of U.S. Marines in
Lebanon for another 18 months.
The deal averted a potential constitutional crisis over the Administration's refusal to recognize
the War Powers Act. The Marines
are now OK'ed for use in the area
until March of 1985.
In Letianon, the U.S. NaVy
has shelled positions in Syriancontrolled territory for the last
three days as an answer to artillery
rounds shot at Marines protecting
the Beirut area.

Southern trade
A massive program of foreign
aid and trade concessions to
Mexico would be more effective
than the Administration-supported
immigration reform legislation
that Congress is considering as a
means of staunching the flow of
iilegal aliens across the U.S. border, Sen. Pete Wilson said Monday.

DeLorean no liar
Millionaire auto maker John
Z. Delorean has passed a lie detector test that clears him of cocaintrafficking charges and establishes
that he :was "set-up" by a government informer, his attorneys said
Tuesday.
In the latest of a recent flurry
of defense .motions, attorneys
Howard L. Weitzman and Donald
Re asked U.S. District Judge
~obert M. Takasugi to permit the
mtroduction of the polygraph test
results as evidence at a requested
pretrial hearing on claims of
government misconduct and, if
necessary, at trial.
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Dance program has three ·weeks·to move
By Dana Axelrod
Staff Writer

On. Friday September 16, Dr.
William Wolak received notice that
he had three .weeks to move the UOP
dance program out of the Anderson
Hall Dance Studio. Wolak. chairman
of the drama department which encompasses the dance program, was
notified by COP Dean Roy Whiteker
at the request of President Stanley
McCaffrey.
The reason for the move is that
due to an unforseen number of new
engineering students, the room which
now functions as a facility for dance
concerts and classes is being incorporated into the School of
Engineering to provide adequate
classroom and office space.
There has been talk about the
possibility
of· Anderson
Hall
becomin~ part of the School of
Engineering for a few years, but no
specific dates or deadlines had ever
been established. According to Gretchen
Harding, heay of . the dance
program, the dance faculty had
always been assured that adequate
notice would be given before the
initiation of any plan to move the
dance program. Friday's message
came as a surprise to everyone; the
dance faculty, Or. Wolak. and even

Dean Whiteker who delivered it.
It is obvious that for reasons of
proximity, if nothing else, Anderson
Hall is the ideal solution to the School
of Engineering's space problem. Anderson Hall is also a more than
adequate dance studio. In compensation for loosing the hall a number
of alternate locations have been
suggested for the dance program, including the Lomt Theatre, one of the
classrooms in the Drama Department, and the South Campus Gym.
In their present condition none of
these locations can be considered an
adequate alternative and of the three
only the South Campus Gym could be
converted into a satisfactory dance
studio.
Both Dr. Wolak and Gretchen
Harding explain that there are certain
rigid standards that any dance facility
must meet:
-It must have a spring wood floor of
3000- 3500 sq. ft.
-It must be equipped with bars and
mirrors.
- It must have adequate lighting and
ventilation.
- It must have facilities for the installation of an adequate sound
system.
- There must be dressing rooms in
close proximity.

-It must be made available exclusively
for the dance program.
The South Campus Gym already
has an adequate wood floor, but what
about the rest of the requirements?
Where is the funding going to come
from to repair its walls an~ doors, to
install bars and mirrors, to build
dressing rooms and install a heating
and ventilation system? What will
happen to the classes already
scheduled in the gym? The South
Campus Gvm could be a satisfacory
alternative to the Anderson Hall Dance
Studio, but certainiy · not without
sufficient funding, extensive rescheduling, and not in three weeks.
In the mean time, what are the 130
students now enrolled in dance classes
supposed to do if the three week
deadline is seriously enforced?
As of yet 'there are no answers to
the questions this dilemma poses,
Dr. Wolak is submitting a response
to the President's request explaining
the needs of the dance program and
proposing the adaptations that would
have to be made to any facility
replacing Anderson Hall. Dr. Wolak
hopes this will lead to a resolution ~
that will be satisf!lctnry to everyone
involved, but there is not much time,
The Anderson Hall Dance Studio holds one of its last dance rehearsals
and time, it would seem, is the biggest
prior to reconstruction for the new Engineering offices. Photo By Steve Skrocki
question of all.
"""" .
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Controversy - ASUOP fee versus CIP
By Kiku Lani Iwata
Staff Writer

To ASUOP President Scott Vila,
it's an issue of unfair fee-structuring.
To Gwenne Browne, representative
for the Academic Council, and to
Mary Ransom, Acting Director of the
Community Involvement Program
(CIP), it's a symbolic gesture of
ASUOP breaking its previous commitment to the CIP.
At Tuesday night's ASUOP
Senate Meeting, all three speakers
addressed the issue of whether to
begin charging CIP students the
ASUOP fee of $37. SO a semester.
"The issue involving CIP is not
an easy one," said Vila, first of the
three speakers to comment on the
issue. "In my view there aren't any
real simple answers that are going to
make everyone happy.''
CIP was created in 1969 as a
result of a tri-partite agreement of the
then
student
government
organization's (the Pacific Student
Council) action to remit the student
services fee, the Academic Council's
agreement to allow CIP students into
classes without raising faculty
salaries, and the Board of Regent's
approval of the above commitments.

"CIP is an academic scholarship
program which allows qualified local
residents an opportunity to attend
UOP by providing full or partial
tuition remission scholarships," explained Mary Ransom to the packed
crowd. "CIP is within the School of
Education. These students come from
a
historically
low-income
background." Ransom noted that
there are some 100 students currently
enrolled in CIP.
In Vila's address to the Senate,
he pointed out that in Spring, 1983,
the past ASUOP President, Joe Hartley, had discussed with Vila the issue
of the unfair fee-structuring involving
theCIP.
"But unfortunately," Vila said,
"there had never been any action
taken on it." Vila said he had told
Hartley that he would bring the issue
before the Senate.
Tuesday
night,
Vila
did
recognize the importance of CIP to
UOP, and the financial problems that
CIP students experience. He also
mentioned that if ASUOP were to
charge the fee to CIP students, it
would not signify the termination of
ASUOP's support to CIP. Vila offered the following arguments for
charging CIP students the fee:

•ciP students pay all other
•Have the Student Body vote
university fees: University Center upon the issue in Sring.
Mary Ransom was scheduled as
fees, lab fees, matriculation fees and
Health Center fees. But CIP students the second-speaker, but she yielded
do not pay the ASUOP fee. "The the floor to Gwenne Browne. Browne
ASUOP fee should not be treated any addressed the fact that CIP came as a
differently from any other university result of the tri-partite agreement.
fee," said Vila.
"I cannot overemphasize for you
*CIP students are the only un- that this trio of actions has a very
dergraduates who are not charged the large symbolic meaning," said
ASUOP fee. Vila cited a figure given Browne.'' And for any one of the
by Financial Aid Director Paul three parties to moe away from that
Phillips, that about 243 other UOP does mean a withdrawal of support
students of similar financial need to from the program.
CIP students, but who are not eligible
"lt's all very well to say that's
into the CIP program because they not what you intend it to mean ...but
are not from the Stockton com· there's an old American saying that
munity, still must pay the ASUOP goes, 'Put your money where your
fee.
mouth is.' ''
Browne was concerned that
Vila recommended that the
Senators hear both sides of the issue charging the CIP students the
and return to their constituencies for ASUOP fee will have negative effects
discussion. Vila also recommended on the community's image of the
that the Senators' votes reflect their University and its students.
constituencies feelings on this issue.
"I will tell you that if you vote
Vila then proposed possible op- on the fourth of October to charge
tions to the Senate about charging the the student fee to the CIP students,"
ASUOPfee:
said Browne, "that you will be
•To begin charging in Spring validating the worse characterizations
that either the faculty or the com1984.
•To wait until Fall 1984, thus munity can come up with in terms of
allowing CIP students time to prepare 'How do we percdve the student body?"'
for the "increased burden."
When Mary Ransom addressed
•Make the fees contingent upon the issue, she made a reference to the
the University, i.e., if the University letter Vila had written her, dated
stops charging CIP students the other August 10 and received by Ransom
fees, ASUOP Will also not charge August 15. She mentioned that there
was concern about the tone and inthem the fee.

formation in the letter, and the fact
that it had been received only six or
seven days before school had started.
"I felt that it was unfair for the
students," said Ransom. "I had no
way of contacting the CIP students to
let them know there was a possibility
of them paying a $75.00 fee (a year). I
did ask Mr. Vila, 'Who made the
decision?' And he said he did, and I
felt that was very inappropriate." · ·
Vila responded to this statement
by clarifying the purpose of his letter,
which. he stated was to inform his intention to bring the issue before the
Senate. According to Vila, he realized
that since the Senate would not meet
until mid-September, after school
had begun, it was unfair to charge the
fee to CIP students. Consequently,
Vila rescinded his previous decision
and informed Ransom that the S~nate
would decide if a fee will be charged
in the Spring.
"ASUOP is backing out of the
original agreement. CIP wants to
know why. It too~. this apeement
of three to bring CIP into existence.
How can one of these entities
unilaterally want to withdraw its
agreement which is in essence saying
they no longer support the idea of the
Community Involvement Program at
the University of the Pacific? If this is
the case, we want you to be clear in
your messages to the Sente, the CIP
students, the University at large, and
also the Stockton community."

Second campus attack in a week

Big threat

By Karen Campbell

Former Vice President Walter
F. Mondale poses a tougher obstacle to President Reagan's reelec' tion chances than Sen. John
Glenn,
Republican
pollster
Richard B. Wirthlin said Sunday.
Althov ·• Glenn's support
among Dera.vcrats is broader than
Mondale's it does not run as deep,
thus giving the former ~ice
president an edge in getting voters
out to the polls, Wirthlin said.

Assistant News Editor

Weather
prediction
for
Stockton is partly cloudy today and
over the weekend. Highs will be 88, 93 degrees with lows at 65 degrees.

Anxious fans wait patiently for Kenny Loggins tickets.

On Saturday, September 17th,
another
woman was
sexually
assaulted on the UOP campus.
At approximately 9:15 a.m. last
Saturday morning an eighteen year
old conservatory student entered
Owen Hall. The building was
unlocked and presumably unoccupied
when the victim entered room 226,
closing the hall door behind her but
leaving it unlocked.
The suspect walked in the room
and sat next to the victim on the
piano bench and listened to her play
stating, "You should be playing an
allegro," and proceeded in an attempt
to molest her.
The victim, startled, jumped up
and said, "Why don't you play it
then ... ", the suspect replying, "I
want to play it with you." The victim
fled the room to a nearby residence
hall and after waiting three hours, she
contacted her parents, who in turn
I

contacted the university police.
Forty-five minutes after the incident, a patrol officer, unaware of
the attack, spotted a suspicious
vehicle on North Service Way. Noting
a jacket on the back of the seat, he
ran the license number for
registration and owner identification.
When the report from the victim
was finally received by police, the
description of the car owner was
found to match the description of the
suspect's height, weight and clothing.
UOP police checked with the
Sacramento Department of Motor
Vehicles for pictures, then brought in
for questioning a male matching the
· description of the suspect. According
to police, the man questioned had
made some admissions and denials
alluding to the fact he was in room
226 of Owen Hall at the time of the
incident.
The District Attorney's office is
being asked for permission for a
police line-up that may result in
positive identification of the suspect.
Chief Askew of university police

stresses once again the need for
prompt reports by the victims of
assault or any other crime. "The
sooner we enter the picture the more
successful the results will be." Eighty ·
percent of all arrests in cases such as
these occur within the first half hour
after the assault. Cold investigatic•ns,
investigations that begin hours or
days after the attack, mean hours of
research, follow-up and manpower,
says Askew.
As a follow-up in the Grace
Covell assault Askew states "There
have been a number of suspect interviews leading nowhere but we are still
following those leads we have."
When asked about the rise in
violent crime on around the UOP
campus, Askew stated, "I just don't
have an answer. Maybe it's the
economy, or social unrest but
whatever it is, it's affecting campuses
across the state." Askew assures that
the police are doing their absolute
bes~ with the money. and manpower
available to them to msure the safety
of those on the UOP campus.
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EDITORIAL
Pacific
Talks
On the street •.• with Elisa Kayser
What has been the most
memorable event of your UOP
career?

Mark Mitchell
Junior
SBPA
Heading up to "Al the Wops"
and not coming home till 6:30 in
the morning and not remembering
how.

Jeff Sacco
BioMajor
Senior
I'm a Tri-Delta big bro and
once I was flying over campus to
di stribUTe about 1,000 gold fl yers,
I missed the campus by about 6
mtles.

Erica Kaufman
Junior
Art Major
When I first got to UOP as a
freshman. My roommate and I met
some people and we ran around on
the football practice field. We
played with the sprinklers and
when security drove past we were
hanging on the goal post pretending to be punching bags.

Claude Gaubert
Senior
SBPA/Exploratory
I know graduation will be my
most
memorable
experience,
because I want to graduate. I've
worked hard. I've been here for
eight years.

Will America ever
learn its lesson?
By Jerry Hewitt
Guest Columnist

There are a number of lessons
which could be learned (or re-learned)
from the airliner tragedy, beyond the
question of which politician can loot
Rogel's for most synonyms for ''barbaric."
Many of those lessons which apply to Soviet international actions
have been widely discussed in these
last few weeks. Some which concern
American actions have received less
attention.
Suppose fighter planes of an
American ally shot down a civilian
airliner from a hostile country for
viaalkln of airspace tl¥:y control. Would
not such an act be condemned as
strongly by the U.S. government as
the recent Soviet actions?
~ that the allied govmunent's
first announcement of the event
acknowledged only that the plane
crashed after being intercepted by its
air defense forces, and blamed the
tragedy on the "stubbornness" or
"incompetence" of the civilian
airliner's pilot and the machinations
of the air controllers belon.zim1: to :1
scrond hostile government. Would
not the U.S. take to the media electronic evidence to show what really
happened, i.e., that once the pilot
had realized his error and was attempting to flee back to international
territory, he was cold-bloodedly shot
down?
Suppose that allied government
finally admitted what had taken
place,
but
still
refused
to
acknowledge wrongdoing or change
its military procedures, would not the
U.S. go to the U.N. Security Council
to denounce this outrage against
peaceful civil aviation and organize a
boycott of air sercive to the offending
country?
Suppose the bodies of the innocent men, women and children
were brought back for funeral services, would not the memorials be
featured in the American media, and
would not polls disclose that
Americans were outraged by such a
massacre?
These are not, of course,
hypothetical questions. Such sad
events did happen ten years ago. A
Libyan civilian 787, piloted by a
French crew on contract from Air
France, mistakenly strayed off course
over the Sinai (then occupied by
Israel) and was shot down, killing 106
of the 111 people on board.
Did the U.S. condemn this act'?

No, although it did express its condolences to the families of those
killed. But the JJ.S. President also
received
without
apparent
displeasure, a previously scheduled
visit from the Israeli Prime Minister
only six days after the tragedy.
.
Did the U.S. seek action in the
• U.N. Security Council, or organize
other activities against this thr~at to
peaceful air travel and blatant
violation of international law? No
again, on both counts, although the
U.S. did later join in a resolution of
the International Civil Aviation
Organization condemning Israel for
this action.
Did the American media follow
up the story with scenes of the
funerals and inquiries into how this
could have happened? No surprise
here, either: by the third day after the
"massacre", the story has disappeared from the front pages, and by a
week later, it had vanish altogether.
What are we to make of this
disparity of treatment between the
event of ten years ago and the more
recent one? Is it unique, or does it
resemble situations where the killing
of innocent people by "terrorists"
(i.e., THEIR guys) is condemned,
while identical behavior by "freedom
fighters" (i.e., OUR guys) is applauded and supported? Does it have
something in common with our tendency to attack governments which
oppress their people when such
governments that are our enemies, and
defend those governments which
similarly oppress their people when
such governments are out "friends"?
President Reagan has · been
saying throughout the last several
weeks that we should see to it that
"everybody plays t.he game by the
same rules." I couldn't agree more.
Perhaps our self-righteousness today
in condemning the Soviet action
would sound a little Jess shrill and
would carry a little more moral and
political force worldwide if we had
just as forthrightly condemned the
Israeli action ten years ago. Perhaps
our actions in Central America might
make a little more sense if we really
opposed ALL outside intervention in
the area, not just that which is seen as
a threat to U.S. interests. Perhaps the
Europeans might be a little more understanding when we oppose their industrial trade with the USSR if we
were not simultaneously expanding
our agricultural trade with Moscow.
Perhaps a major first step in getting
everybody to "play by the same set of
rules" is to do so yourself.

Letters to the
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Propaganda films aren'
By Gwenneth L. Browne
Guest Columnist

On Wednesday, the Center for
Integrated Studies sponsored three
films in the University Center Theater
during the noon hour. One of these
was nuclear disarmament advocacy
piece and the other two dealt with the
problems of acid rain. These films
have a great deal to recommend
them. The topics are inherently interesting and the fdms have also won
prizes as outstanding examples of
documentary filmmaking. However,
more significant than either the topics
or the film quality is the symbolic
value to be attached to these
showings.
·
These films were made available
by the Canadian government and
they express opinions contrary to the
positions taken by the present U.S.
administration. This made them the
subject of action by the U.S. Justice
Department. That department ruled
that the films had to be labeled
"propaganda" and it required that
any person or group planning to show
them in the U.S. had to register with
the Department of Justice.
We, as academics, have a special
responsibility to resist social or
governmental attempts to limit or
control access to information or
ideas. Of course,the freedom of expression is a liberty which should be
jealously guarded by all ci~izens but
our interest and responsibility should
extend beyond that natural civic
vigilance. We are trained or are being
trained in the skills of critical

thinking; we expect to have our informed opinions given serious attention by our fellow citizens. However,
the judgments of even the best
educated experts among us are not
better than the information on which
we base those judgments. Any interference with our access to information renders us and our academic
expertise subject to error and thus to
reduced credibility. A commitment
to academic freedom, •Jur freedom to
teach and to learn without interference
includes a commitment to resist
censorship in whatever form it may
take.
.
Make no mistake, the governmental action with regard to these
films constitutes an act of censorship.
While it did not forbid the showing
of the films, the ruling was intended
to have a "chilling effect" on the
distribution of these presentations.
Erecting a special barrier to showing
these films makes it less attractive to
do so. For those of us who are old
enough to remember the (Joseph)
McCarthy era, the idea of having
one's name on a list in the Attorney
General's office is enough to strikes
genuine terror in the heart;we remember people who had their lives and
their careers ruined by just such lists.
Without the controversy raised by
those who are discharging their civic
duty of "eternal vigilance", many
people would fail to make the effort
to.show or to see these films because
it was "too much trouble" or "too
dangerous" to do so.
Even the labelling of the films
has a distinctly anti-intellectual.over-

Professor gives reasons for exodus ...
Dear Editor:
As a Communication faculty
· member, I wish to respond to last
week's letter to the Editor.
There is no question that the
Department of Communication,
C.O.P., is seriously understaffed as it
faces the 1983-84 academic year. This
past Spring four full-time professors
tendered their resignations and an
additional full-time professor announced that he would be leaving the
Department to assume the Associate
Deanship of the College.
If that was not enough, two lecturers who have· taught for the Department for many years both resigned
and a graouate teaching assistant
moved on to complete her Master's
Degree at another university.
While there is a "mixed bag" of
personal reasons that can be cited as
being motivation to leave, (one person went on to pursue Christian
work; another returned to his wife
who had not moved to California the
previous year), the bottom line was
THE BOTTOM LINE- Money.
The Communication Depart-

ment has seen unprecedented growth
in the past few years. When I joined
the faculty in 1970, we had approximately 25 identifiable majors.
At the end of Spring, 1983, we counted 278 majors making us the largest
C.O.P. department.
Most of these majors are in our
media area which includes print,
broadcast and public relations. Three
of our departing faculty were in the
media area.
Media, as a disciplinary concentration, is hot. It is the number one
career opportunity for graduating
seniors outside of professional school
majors. Faculty who teach in these
areas have a variety of attractive options open to them both in academic
and in the professional and business
world. Each of these faculty has
taken a much higher paying job
elsewhere and, in fact, even those with
only a few years experienCe will
outearn me as they join faculty at
other institutions.
Unfortunately, some of last
Spring's resignations came so late in
the year that it was impossible to ad-

vertise adequately to make the;
positions known. One faculty member resigned as late as the second
week in June.
However, upon receiving these
resignations, the University immediately authorized the replacement
of those positions. The problem here
again was money.
Two people were brought in for
interview for one position and an adJ
ditional person was flown in for a
second position. I believe that the
primary reason that all turned down
the position when offered was salary.
Each had other offers at other universities and our offer was lower. There
were other intervening variables as
well, but salary seemed to be the most
significant.
Again, Communications is a hot
area and I think our faculty are excellent. Without question, any of our
faculty could find higher paying jobs
elsewhere. Some choose to do that,
others stay on.
These
continuing
full-time
faculty have a collective 95 plus years
of
experience
teaching
com-

munication courses. Thev are all
Ph.D.'s who have outstanding records.
Two ~eplacement full-time persons
have ~omed the faculty and several
Part-time people have been hired to
f';ll in until full-time faculty can be
hued. The Department has been
authorized.to continue the search for
these full-tl!De people but, no doubt,
the salary bnes are again too low to
do much good!
. .No, ~he Department has not lost
Its mtegnty because of this mass
exodus, but for the moment 't .
struggr10~· I h ave every confidence
' I in
IS
the full-tooe faculty who are h
now and will personally continue e~~
pres~ for the. resources that will ass4ure
contmued high quality. We need to
move. to keep those experienced and
effective faculty we have and h
necessary' . recruit to find thewb:s~
faculty avadable for our students. .

D

Alan L. Mikels, Ph.D.
Professor
epartment of Communication

While Dean gives facts to clear up situation
Maranne Devlin
Senior
Sports Med
The whole time I've spent at
UOP has been really memorable. I
think of 21 'ers, dress dinners, but
most of all, all of the cool people
I've met.

Dear Editor:
Last week a letter from a "concerned Communication Student"
was published in The Padflcan. I
wish the student had seen me or the
Department Chair to get the facts
straight before rushing into print.
For a variety of reasons, four
faculty members in Communication
resigned at various times last Spring,
one as late as several weeks after
Commencement. Two outstanding
new faculty members have been
hired, and.the search is continuing for
two more. A fifth did not leave the

University, but was appointed
Associate Dean of the College of the
Pacific and this fall continues to
teach one course. Another faculty
member received an unsolicited but
attractive offer from another university. Due to his outstanding work and
the fact that his salary was low compared to colleagues with similar experience, a modest increase was
authorized, and he chose to remain.
Never was there any suggestion that
he didn't want to be at Pacific. The
"once reputable" Communication
Department is still reputable. In fact,

when the hiring is completed this year
it will be even stronger than before.
,I invite information regarding
the mstructor who said "he didn't
know the material" as well as the
context i~ which it was said. Any
student With concerns about instructo.rs or programs should share them
With the Department Chair or the
Dean. A~ for the class that was cancelled; this happens frequently due to
late but unavoidable staffing
chan.ges: The cancelled Commun!catlon course was not Part of the
requtred core, but was a special in-

terest of two previous instructors I
am not aware that th
:
seriously affected
e cancellation
P h
anyone.

C~>nsid:~ a~s !!~cyPa~rcan ~i~ht

Signatures ~n letters. I w r~~Uihnng
preferred addressin
ou
ave
pressed by th
. g ~he concerns exthan having t~~~:rth~ person .rather
sonal route.
IS more ImperRoy A. Whiteker, Dean
College of the Pacific

tone. As educated persons, we
supposed to be able to assess
the basis of their value and
plications, not on the personality
their author or the authority of
source. Anyone committed to
free marketplace of ideas will
discount an opinion because
made available by the
government.
These films were made
to the UOP community
because they were the subject of
Justice Department's action. It
gesture of defiance which is ·
to demonstrate the importance
free exchange of ideas over
or shallowly patriotic interests.
to believe that the Center would
sponsored the films even if the
presented were repugnant to us.
hope that a number of students
faculty were aware enough to
themselves of the opportunity to
these pieces of "propaganda" as
part of our education.
Ironically, the Justice
tment decision was ruled
stitutional by a Federal
in Sacramento last week. The
decision relied on an interr,re1~ati1on
more general First
Rights which is similar to
here as a part of academic fr ...•rlnrnJI
This ruling does not deprive us of
symbolic meaning that can be
tached to our showing and viewing
the films. However, I am afraid
it had deprived me of an nn.nn,rturum
to put my name on the
General's list.

Rathskeller

debate
Dear Editor:
The ASUOP Senate feels a
tO clarify the iSSUes :SUI-rUIUIIIllUI!
Rathskellar as presented to us by
Fairbrook, Director of Food
':ices. We. ask that students pay
tlon to th1s information so
can inform senators of their
The Rathskeller, conceived
coffeehouse opened with a
menu which included
(e.g. hamburgers) and pizza, and
f~red the meal ticket as a payment
t10n. Demand was so great that
Rathskellar was unable to
students easily and workers
taxed. Recent and present '"''•raUIII"'
are attempts to fulfill the original
~fa small, relaxed eating place
live to students. The "coffee
menu", much more limited and
out hot food, still brought in
students than what is possible,
the Rat's design.
Food Service's effort to
full-time menu without meal
EXPERIMENT.
If student
position to this plan is great,
~ther possibilities can be tried.
t1cke~ value could be halved, or
full-time menu could continue
students are willing to pay for
snacks .. Mr. Fairbrook hoped to
entertainment programs increased
students' benefits, especiallY
off-campus. Extension of
El~ert to 7:00pm and added
d~l.ches have been meant to
dmmg halls, If Food
relinquish the Rat to the UC
. The Senate asks that
iJ.ve consideration to what theY
of the Rathskeller which could
handled with in the limits of
facilities and voice their suggestioJ!S·
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Learn
about world over lunch
By Aimee Donlon
.

and Dr. Brennan of the H1story
Editorial Editor
Deoartment. The second oresentation Oct. S, will be by Senor
A new luncheon series,
Plaza, former President of
"World on Wednesday," will
Equador,
and
Head
of
oegm next week tn the Hechtel
Organization of American States,
center. The lectures, starting at
followed by Dr. Harvey Williams
noon on Sept. 28th, will be based
· lecturing on Nicaragua, Oct. 12.
on
it:ttemational
interests
"The speakers are not scheduled
providing stu~ents with an infortoo far in advance,> • says Dr. Cort
mal setting to learn about current
Smith, Director of the Program
events.
"because we want to tap people'
The lectures will be appassing through.'' The lectures are
proximately one hour long - a half
reflections of current events.
bour presentation followed by a
The series is made possible by
question and answer period. There
from several UOP
will be free food to the students, donations
organizations. COPA gave a
while faculty and staff are asked
major grant along with ASUOP's
for a small donation. The main
Upbeat Program. Also sponsoring
goal is to make studc!hts aware of are the Office of International Sercurrent events.
vice and the Bechtel Center. Dr.
The rrrst presentation will cen- Smith says due to the sponsors
ter on the South Korean airliner they are abte to bring people from
shot down by the USSR. This lec- off campus to lecture and offer
ture will be given by Dr. Hewitt of free food to the students.
the Political Science Department

~A4~ ~~

fiction story by student
By Kereshawn Hardy '

Pacific Famlly Day

December.

Staff Writer

If you had $1,000, what would '
you do? There are lots of red and
white posters hanging around campus ·that can tell you how to win
money.
The Tom Kennet Fiction Writing
Award is open to all UOP undergraduate students. The prize will
be awarded to the best submitted fiction work. The pieces will be judged
by a panel of tmee professors who
will narrow the field to tmee rmalists.
The final winner will be selected by
the panel in' consultation with Mr.
Kennett, and the award will be
presented on the rrrst Monday this

Thomas Kennett, local financial
executive and private irtvestment
manager, is putting up the $1,000
prize as a means of encouraging
quality creative writing on the UOP
campus.
Entries for the contest must be
submitted to the English Department,
Knoles Hall 206, by Monday, October 31, 1983.
Kennett predicts the winning
piece has a good .chance of being
published in a New York literary
journal. Mr. Kennett has the connections to see that publishers will at
least take a good look at the winner.

.
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PACIFIC FAMILY DAY, an
event coordinated by the Alumni
Office, will be held on Saturday,
September 24, Faculty members
from every school and college will
offer a full day of seminars and
demonstrations for children (aged
6-12), teenagers and adults. Food
Service has prom1sea an elegant
barbecue.
From 4 to S p.m.
cookies and punch will be served at
an informal reception honoring
faculty members.
Staff and
faculty families are welcome. Contact tne Alumni Office, ext. 2391,
to make the necessary advance
reservations.

C.P:A. Review
The Scmol. of ~ arxl Public
Administration is sponsoring a
CPA Review Residency Program
geared for those interested in the
November
CPA
examination.
Scheduled for Oct. 12-30 on the
Stockton campus, the program is
an intensive review encompassing
19 days and 1S7 hours. Those interested can register for the entire
program or for separate sections
dealing with practice, theory,
auditing and business law. For
more information contact Dr.
Richard Vargo at ext. 2476.

Reminder
The finance center asks that
all students who have received
loans come in and sign for their
NDSL by October I.

t

Touring Stockton
..J

The Office of International
Services will be repeating its "Tour
of Stockton" program for new
students on Friday, September 23,
from 3:00 until S:OO. Students will
be escorted by bus to see some of
the more interesting and historic
areas of the city of Stockton, and
· will have a written and narrated

guided tour by Dr. Roger Barnett,
of UOP•s Geology Department. At
the end of the tour, stud1=nts will be
returned to campus, or, if they
choose, may join in a pot-luck picnic supper at the Barnetts' home.
Anyone interested should contact
the OIS, at 946-2246, and talk to
Bonnie to sign up or to get more
information.

MUNMeeting
For all students who are interested in the MODEL UNITED
NATIONS, an introductory meeting will be held on Sunday, September 2Sth, at 7:00 p.m. in the
Bechtel International Center.
Dr. Hewitt, faculty advisor
for MUN, will be there to answer
any questions.
Refreshments will be served.

Box Office Moved
The UOP Box Office is now
located in Long Theatre. All
tickets can be purchased there for
UOP athletic events, on-campus
concerts, etc. Students can still
charge with a validated ASUOP
card.

Job Search
Girls PE Instructor 3.3S ph
Mon, Tues, & Thurs, 2:30-3:00.
Must have volleyball. and basketball knowledge.
Telephone ticket sales 3.3Sph.
5:30-8:30 M-F 9-12 Sat.
Typist 4.00 ph, 1-3 pm, Tues-Fir
60-6S wpm. Near campus.
Secretary 4.00 ph. Hours
flexible .
Some
evenings.
Organizational person. Own transportation.
Janitor 3.SO ph. 1-6 pm Mon,
Wed, Sat & Sun.
Bus
person/ Dishwasher
3.3S ph. flexible hours .
Sales Rep. S.SO ph. Call OJ)
retail stores. Provide own transportation.
board
carrier
Sandwich
4.00 ph. Early morning hours. Good
personality.

Become A

Resident Assistant or Student Adviser
Positions Available For The 1983-84 A cademic Year
In These Paraprofessional Programs·.

Raths keller
d ebate

Applications & Information
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Correct Deadline to Apply: September 28th

Get to the answers faster.
With the11-55--II. ·
What you need to tackle
the h igher mathematics of a
science or engineering curriculum are more funct ions more function s th an a simple
slide-rule calculator has.
Enter the ·I-55-ll, with
112 powerful functions. You
can work faster and mo re
accurately with the T I-55,11,
because it's preprogrammed

c 1983 Tc:xas lrutnunenu

to perform complex calcula,
· m
· t egra ls,
tions - like d e fi mte
linear regressio n and hyperbolics - at t be touch of a
but to n . And it can also be
programmed to do repetitive
problems without re-entering
the entire fo rmula.
Included is the Calcukuor

the TI-55-II even simpler,
and ."~ bows y~u how to use all
the power of the calculator.
Get to the answers faster.
Let a TI-55-Il
.Jj;£
show you how.
~

Decision,Making Sourcebook.

Creating useful products
and services for you.

It makes the process of using

T.Ev A c
II ~

INSTRUMENTS
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Suicide at UOP
The UOP Drama Department
will begin its 1983-84 season with
the R~ssian farce, "The Suicide"
by Nikolai Erdman.
of
•'The
Performances
Suicide" will be September 29 and
30, and October I, 6, 7, and 8.
Tickets may be reserved in advance
at the Drama Department office
on south campus or by calling 9462118.

Concert to
benefit KUOP
Hot Rize, one o.f the most
popular bluegrass bands in
America, will present a benefit
Performance in Stockton for
KUOP-FM, the' public radio
station owned and operated by the
University of the Pacific.
The Saturday, Sept. 24, show
at 7:30 p.m. in Delta College's
Warren Atherton Auditorium will
be open to the public. Admission
will be a tax deductible $7.50 per
person.

Sept 29, SO, OCT1,6,7,8

IN9 ~~~~tnfN
n~~~~~~~~
••..,n:y~k=e~B:ro:w:n~~:k:~:~~a=·n=d~B=a=M=e:r_ _j~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~0~~~~~~~~=~~~~
Thomas (rjght).
Molly Hatchet shows a near-capacity Conservatory audience how to

Gluskin's Camera Corner is
conducting another FREE Seminar
on Thursday evening. Sept. 29,
from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. at 2110
Pacific Avenue in Stockton. The
program is entitled "Filters and
Fall Colors," and will be conducted by Dave Henry.

t7

Music by Concertmaster
By Michelle Williams
St8ffWrlter

Free Photo Seminar

s·J-~ J.• ... ,_, / __ ,~_ _,.,

The Conservatory of Music, as
part of the Resident Artist Series,
presented violinist Warren van
Bronkhorst, assisted by pianist Rex
Cooper, in recital on Sept. 20. The
recjtal, held in Long Theatre, included music by Saint-Saens, Brahms,
Debussy, Milhaud, and Crumb.
Warren van Bronkhorst is
Professor of violin at the Conservatory of Music and Concertmaster
of the Stockton Symphony. He is also
violinist with the Sierra String Quartet. He has performed extensively as a

member of several other chamber
music groups including the Honolulu
String Quartet. the Illinois String
Quartet and the Gabrioni Trio. He
was formerly Concertmaster of the
Honolulu Symphony Orchestra and
first violinist of· the Rochester
(N.Y.) Philharmonic Orchestra.
Recently he performed as a member
of the Carmel Bach Festival Orchestra. He has recorded solos by J .S.
Bach and Burrill Phillips on the
"Pieiades"label.
Pianist Rex Cooper of the Conservatory faculty has appeared as
piano soloist in the United States,
Japan, Italy, France, and England.

Economics 101:
Get your
Student Loan
from
Great Western.
Great Western Savings
now offers California Guaranteed
Student Loans for as much as
$2,500 a year, and even $5,000 for
graduate study.
Our Guaranteed Student
Loans come with guaranteed service. When you apply, you get an
answer within thirty days. And
you get your money fast, because
Great Western is a major California
lender.
The low interest rates mean
monthly payments will be comfortable, even during the first few
years after school. You can pay
nothing while you're in school,
and there is even a grace period

when you graduate.
Great Western lends to California residents and nonresidents,
as long as the school is in California. Freshmen and half-time students are also eligible. You can
even get a loan from Great Western
if you already have a Student Loan
from another lender.
The lesson is simple: apply for
a loan through Great Western. Just
fill out the form at your Financial
Aid Office and send the application
to this address:
Great Western Savings
Student Loan Department
P.O. Box 1050
Northridge, California 91328

GREAT WESTERN SAVINGS

l9l1''·

A Federal Savings and Loan Association

A new brand ofbanking
@
ECUAL
.........1111
lENOU
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FEATURE

U.C. gallery shows art department's work
·

~~::-::~~----.......
t

Also on display is the dissertation of Dr. Meryl Schleier, new
UOP art historian. This was included
starr Writer
"to give students chance to see what
"Best we have had in many
goes into a dissertation," said
years."
Dellinger.
To aid understanding and apThese are the words Dr. Gil
Dellinger used to describe the faculty
predation, Dr. Dellinger offered a
brief summary of each artist's
art exhibit now in progress at the
University Center gallery.
display.
The display features the work of
Mr. Ron Pecchenino is the most
professional faculty members who
widely displayed and known around
show in galleries around the state and
campus. Mr. Pecchenino's unique
~ across tire nation. "The selection of style utilizes spraying lacquer on
S work shows a full range of styles and masonite for a mosaic quality. "A
~ philosophies," said Dellinger, him- beautiful sense of color, grace, and
If self an art professor.
elegance about them," Dellinger began.
~
An exhibit such as this is conducDr. Ray VarnBuhler may be best
i;: ted every three years and gives the known for his illustrations for the
; faculty and students the opportunity "The Alfred Hitchcock Mystery
bustswhrchareparto}theJacultyarterJunJt
.to see what the art department is Magazine."And,though,mostofhis
_.:::_--------------------:---,--------d::o::i:::n:.g.::p:.ro::f:.:e:::ss:.io:::n::al:::::lY:.:.·_ _ __ _ _ _.:.:w:.:o::rk:...:is:..::.in:...l::'ll:.::u::st::r.::at::io::n:::s:!.,_:h::e:...:i::.s:.:a::lso inr

By Jeanette Fregulia

volved with graphic design and handtinted photography, so as to change
to original idea of the photograph.
Two sculptors are also on
exhibition. Dick Kuruda is a sculptor
with interests in ceramics and water
colors. "He loves the interaction of
pure forms," Dr. Dellinger commented.
Dr. Bob Mullen, also a sculptor,
has chosen to show his sculpted heads
of a variety of faculty members!
Marjie Fries, part-time instructor and wife of Dr. David Fries,
specializes in ceramics, based on a
conceptual idea. For example:
"Flying over a landscape at a great
height."
Barbara Flaherty, a department
technician is interested in the dyeing of
fabrics, ahstract and animal forms.
all of them are done in bright colors with
a sense of movement to her designs.
Finally, the exhibition coordinator, Dr. Gil Dellinger. His
western figures stem: ''My sense of
romance about the landscape."
His are illustrations, not paintings, because they tell a story. Some
are almost religious in the sense of an
Indian's love for his land.
This exhibition is very impressive
and gives a sense of realism to have
the opportunity to see teachers
display their projects.

Feature·
Update
A West Coast
Premiere
A West Coast premiere and a
rarely heard work are planned as
part of an upcoming Resident Artist Series concert at University of
the Pacific.
Dr. William Dominik on
clarinet and Dr. George Nemeth
on French horn will perform at
8:15 p.m. on Sept. 27, Tuesday.
The program in the Long Theatre
wiD be open to the public with a $2
scholarship donation requested at
the door.

·Performance Added
A 2:30 P.M. Sunday matinee
(Sept. 24) has been added' to the
ruri of the break-neck British sex
farce that has opened the 'new
season at Stockton Civic Theatre,
"Move Over, Mrs. Markham."
Reserved-seat tickets are on
sale at the SCT box office Wednesdays through Saturdays from l
to 6 p.m. They also may be reserved by calling the box office
(209/473-2424) at any time, day or
night.

Woodwork class
/

7:30-9pm Mon-Thuro

7 :30-CiponF' " -n Sot a Sun

CAN YOU BUY GOOD TASTE?
Yes! Now you can acquire good taste for a
couple of bucks. Just wear shirts and visors
that say " Dos Equis." After all, those
are foreign words. And anyone in college
_knows people who wear stuff with foreign

klnko•s copiers

words and alligators have good taste.
So, order your kind of good taste in Dos
Equis sportswear today. And remember to
eat your peanut butter and jelly sand•
wiches over the sink.

3 Y2 ¢ self -serve
6-9p.m.

Learn about the 4000 year old
craft of woodworking, visit the
Exploratorium on Saturday and
Sunday, October 1 and 2, from 11
a.m. to 5 p.m. Woodworking
demonstrations and discussions
will be ongoing all day and are included in the price of admission to
. the museum. Call 563-7337 for further information.

Cl l983 Cefvecer•• Moctezuma, S. A..

FIND YOUR IDEAL MATCH
Now it 's easy and run I "> find the kind of person you've always been looking for,
bu t seld om or never find . Ye>u don't really enjoy going to the bars, and the blind dates
set up by A unt Sr,phie are, well usually a waste of time. NO MORE!
Simpl>' c heck off tns bcxes that best describe you, and (on the right side ~f each
quesllon) yt- ur idF..ul match. But BE HONEST about yourself, and in descrlbmg the
person you'd like t o moet. Honeety is best; we'll do the rest.
SUGGESTION : The more open you allow yourself to be (for instance, In using "lrretevant " as a response to some of the questions below), the more likely you are
to make even better matches .
· COPYFHG HT 1r82 C E G

INC

"BOTH OF US" Official Questionnaire
Find a good pen or pencil , check only one box
pe r question (except under "ACTIVITIES" and
" WH AT ARE YOU LIKE " ), and LET'S GET
STARTED !
WHO WOULD YOU
LIKE TO MEET?

WHO ARE YOU?

§ ~ea~ea.le :

~:

8

::: :::: ::::: ::::::::::::
-' _
Age (write in number of years)
M31ch should be between _ _ and _ _

·s Kor\ ,-ot~e
even' you
n you'll
now "'uc

·ce col\
e odV' .cess.
a big sue

A) C!OW TALL ARE YOU? (Check box closest
to you r height . In· figuring .for match, ~omen
s:,ould check desired mtmmum hetght of
matc h; men should check desired maximum
height of match .)
1)
4 1eet, B inches or less ... .. .. ... · 0
2) ; 5 feet .... . ... .. ......... ... .... 0
3)
5 feet, 2 inches . .. . .... .. ·.. .... . 0
4) '-- 5 feet, 4 inches .......... . . .. . .. 0
5) ::J 5 feet , 6 inches . ...... ...... . . .. 0
6) o 5 feet , B inches ..... . ... . .... .. . 0
7) 0 5 feet , 10 inches . .. ... . ... ... .. . 0
B) C 6 feel .. .. ..... .. . . . . . . . ..... ... 0
9) 0 6 feet , 2 inches or above . . ... . ... 0
B) RACE (Check "Irrelevant" for match if it
doesn 't matter much to you .)
1) Use only for match: Irrelevant . ....... n
2) CJ White . . .. . ... ..... ··· ··· ···· · .LJ
3) G Hispanic . .. ...... . .. . · · ; · · · ··· ~
4) ..::; Oriental .. ... ......• . ·. · · · · · · · · ~
~) ""' Blac k ..... . ... · · · · · · · · ·
·
•
6) ::J American Indian . .. . . . ·.· , . . . . .. . . 0
7) 0 Middle Eastern ... ·.... · · . · · · · · · · 0
B) o Indian or Pak1stan1 .
. . . . . .. ;J
9) 0 Other .. . ..... . . .. . ·~. ···· · 0

-··· - ·· ----'""!
C) RELIGION
1) 0 Pa; ~ipation In organized
religion not a major factor . . . .. . • • 0
2) 0 Baptist ... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • · · · · •
3) ~l Buddlst . ...... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
4) i:J Episcopal . . . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
5) o Jewtsh . . . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 0
6) LJ Pentecostal .. . .. .. .... .... · · · · · ·
7)
Presbyterian ... ··· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
8) 0 Other .... . . ··· · ··· · · · · · · · ·· · · ··

§

8

c

§

D) EDUCATION (Check " Irrelevant " for matc h
if It doesn't matter much to you.)
1) Use only for match : Irrelevant .. .. .. .. 0
2) 0 Post-Graduate education . . . . ..• . . 0
3) 0 Graduated eollege ....... . ... . . . . 0
4) 0 Presently in college . ..... .. .. . • . 0
5) 0 Graduated high school .........•. 0
6) 0 Presently In high school .. . ....•. 0
7) 0 Graduated grade school .. . . .... .. 0
8) 0 No formal education ...... . ..... . 0 ·,
E) CHILDREN LIVING WITH YOU (Check " Irrelevant " for match if it doesn't mat ter)
1) Use only for match: lmilevant ... . . . .. 0
2) 0 None ... .. ... . .......... . ... . .. 0
~ 0 One . .
. ................ 0
4) 0 Two . .... . ....... .. ......... . .. 0
5) 0 Three or more . . ..... . .. . ....... 0
F) LIQUOR AND TOBACCO (Check " Irrelevant" for match if It doesn't matt!!r much.)
1) Use only for match: Irrelevant .. .. .. . . 0
2) 0 Don't smoke or drink lor nardly ever). 0
3) 0 Social drinking only . ........ . ... LJ
4) 0 Frequent drinking ... ....... _.... 0
5) 0 Light smoker . . ....... . ...... . .. 0
6) 0 Heavy smoker ........ . ....... . . 0
7) 0 Light smoking and drinking ....... 0
8) 0 Heavy smoking and drinking ...... 0
G) BODY BUILD (Check "Irrelevant " for match
if it doesn't matter much to you .)
1) Use only for match : Irrelevant .. . .... . 0
2) 0 Small or very thin ......... . .,. ,. . . 0
3) 0 Trim . ... ... ... .... ........ . . . . . 0
4) 0 Average ... .... . . .. ... .. . ...... . 0
5) 0 Could lose just a few pounds ..... 0
6) 0 Could lose more than
just a few pounds .. .. . .... . .. .. . 0
7) 0 Big or heavy ......... . .......... 0
H) FINANCES (Check "Irrelevant " for mat ch
If It doesn't matter much to you.)
1) Use only for match : Irrelevant . ... . •.. 0
2) 0 Have more than enough ....... . .. 0
3) 0 Comfortable . . . .. .. . . . . ........ . 0
4) 0 Need just a little bit
more to feel comfortable . .... . ... 0
5) 0 Always feel broke . ... .... .. . .. .. 0

I) KIND OF RELATIONSHIP YOU'RE LOOKING
FOR AT TH IS POINT IN YOUR LIFE.
1) 0 Love , hwolvement, one
on one, sexuality ..... . . .. .. ... .. 0
2) 0 Nothing too serious,
friendship, . possibly sexual ... . .. . 0
3) 0 Either of the above would be okay . 0
4) 0 Basically sexual only . .. . . ... .. .. 0
5) C Any of the above would be okay .. 0
6) 0 Friendship, sports or
dancing partner, no sex ... . . .. .. . 0
7) 0 Any of the above would be okay .. 0
ACTIVITIES, INTERESTS, HOBBIES (Check
WHAT ARE YOU LIKE? (Check ANY that appeach box that contains one or more things that
ly to you.)
you enjoy doing, or have an Interest ln.)
0 Adve o1turesome
C Automobiles I Racing I Customizing I
0 Affect ionate
Vans I Low-riding
0 Anxious
0 Bicycling I Roller skating
0 Assert ive
C:C Boating I Sailing I The Beach
0 Athletic
..;
LJ Camping I Backpacking
0 Considerate
(I)
LJ Church
0 Conventional
0 Cooking I Eating well I Restaurant going
0 C;urious
0 Gambling I Card playing I games
0 Decisive
I I
0 Golf
0 Easy-goin·;
I I
C Hot tubs
0 Emotion.' lt
I I
0 Jcgging I Runn ing
0 Frugal
[l Listening to music I Playing of an
0 Generou~
I I
instrument
0 Happy
I I
0 Movies I Television I Live theatre I Video
0 Honest
I I
0 Partying I Dancing
0 lmaginltlve
0 Pets I Cats I Dogs I Birds I Fish
0 Impuls ive
I I
G Photography I Art I Painting I Drawing I
0 lntelliqent
I I
Sculpture
0 Optimtst ic
I I
0 Politics I News I Current Events
0 Outgoing
I I
o Reading 1 Books 1 Magazines I Writing
0 Patient
0 Scien ce I Astronomy I Computers
0 Playful
I I
0 Sex
0 Polite
I I
0 Shopping
0 Possessive
0 Skiing I Sledding /Ice Skating I The
0 Reserved
I I
Mountains
0 Respectful
I I
0 Sports I Ball games
0 Romantic
I· I
0 Swimming I Surfing
0 Serious
I I
0 Sexy
0 Tenn is I Racquetball
0 Travel/ Train Riding I Flying
0 Shy
w
I
0 Walktng I Hiking
0 Talkative
::::E I
0 Work
0 Tolerant
0 Yo9.a 1Astrology 1 Meditation I The Occult/
~ I
Phtlosophy .
t- I
Well , that's all there is to it. The only thing left is to PLAINLY PRINT your first and
I
last names , address, city, state, zip code, and phone number In the spaces provided
I
below . If ycu do not wis . to use a ;lhone number, we suggest you get a post office
I
box (very in'Jxpensive), or use an address so your match Wil l be able to contact you.

.

rn

.,

2
0

::1:

o...
I
I
I

I

~

I
I
o
I
Z ~
I
• w
w
t-«:>t-
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Then enclose a check or money order (no cash) for $20 a11d mail to:
BOTH OF US ; P.O. BOX 161B51, S,\CRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA 95B16.
We'll match your questionnaire against all of those people just like you (or as close
as we can find) in our files, and send yoa back the first nam11s, phone numbers (or
box number), and descriptions of four possible matches. Additional matches are
available for $5.00 per match (in advance) with your request , and may be re~uested
in any quantity and at any time after we rec!live your initial application. We'll always
do the best we can to find people closest to the desired choices that you 've Indicated.
To have your name removed at any time, simply wrlte us to take you off our active file .
When you receive your matches by return mall, review the descriptions, and feel
free to contact those that Interest you. Of course, use discretion as to the time you
call. Any applicants who are rude, pushy, or who don't use common sense in their
contacts will be removed from our files . Otherwise, you should be yourself, and feel
comfortable in the fact that the person on the other end is prob'lbiy very similar
to you. If the phone call doesn't work out, that's okay . Be polite, and continue on
with your next contact. But never give up. That next call miiy be to that exact person you've been looking for, and yet would nev~r have met had you not sent in this
simple form . DON'T BE ALONE ANY LONGER. MAIL 1 HIS NOW!

~
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~
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Tigers Break Down Offense ·Sputters

Sports
Update

-...,.

The UOP Tigers football squad
marched into the Silver Bowl in Las
V_egas, Nevada last weekend with
hi~ e~tpectations, hoping to pick up
the1r first conference win of 1983.
Some three hours later the Tigers
boarded their Greyhound charter en
route to Las Veaas' McCarren lnternat!onal Airport with a 28-7 defeat on
theu shoulders and the memories of
a_n of!ensive breakdown staring them
nght m the face.
The Tigers in front of 16 146
spectators baking in 92 degree temperatures managed to put just 7 points
on the ~reboard for the second
weekend m a row. With a flurry of
rellow penalty markers and a rash of
mcomplete passes, the Tigers
maneuvered into scoring position
only once, scoring on aS-yard run
The absence of Paul Berner ~as
felt heavily in this contest as freshman Rich Pelletier completed only 4
of 1~ passes. for 92 yards including
one mterceptlon. Pelletier was visibly
shaken by the end of the 3rd period
and at one point freshman Mike Pitz
replaced him. "It's not ideal what
we have to do with Rich is let hlm do
what he can do," said head coach
Bob .c 0 J?C· "We have to realize that
h.e 1~ m a tremendously unfair
slt~atlon," Cope added. "The guy is
gomg to be a real good football
pla~er, but a few months ago he was
m h1gh school."
Pelletier is also finding it much

Tough loss
UOP's field hockey team
plays its first home game next
Wednesday against San Jose State.
The game, while will be their second
NorPac conference game will be
hel~ at Brookside field. Play will
begm at 3:30.
Presently the team is in New
England and is scheduled to play
Rutgers, Yale and University of
Conneti~ut this weekend. These
gan_tes wdl count towards Pacific's
national standings.
In its first conference game on
Tuesday, UOP's team suffered a 41 loss to Stanford. Lisa Bocchino
scored the first goal of the game
for UOP • and according to head
coach Carla Konet, the first half
fas very even. "lbat was stanonl's third game and our first
~arne. We just had the first-game
Jitters- I know we have a really
good team," ~aid Konet.
UOP will have another chance
~t Stanford on October 1Sth, this ,
time on the home field.

1

Successful start
Pacific's soccer team is off to
a running start this season with a 62 record, a_nd will be looking for
another wm today against Cal
State ~omingues at 3:00 on
Brookside Field.
The Tigers most recent win
came last Tuesday as they ripped
UC ~anta Cruz apart, S-0. UOP
dommated the entire game
allowing Santa Cruz to take onl '
e1ght shots at the goal.
Y
. D~ton Duval pulled a hat
tnck w1th three goals, while Lee
Geary and Dave Bond each added
one.
The Tigers won three of their
f~ur games on the road last week
With_ shut~uts, their one loss
c~mmg agamst UC Santa Barbara.
F.mal scores were: UOP 6, Sonoma
0, UOP 2, Loyola 0; UCSB 2,
UOP 1; and UOP 4, Pomona o.

IN A HURRY?

CS Fullerton
San Jose State
UN Las Vegas
Fresno State
CSU Long Beach
Pacific
Utah State

2
1

0
0
0
0
0

·

mo" difficult to run the footboll on

neither team wu ableto put points on

help or poor field position gave up 18

the collegiate level. During his senior
year in high school he rushed for 20
touchdowns, thus far in 1983 he ·bas
yet to score.
Here's an in-depth look at how
the scoring went in Las Vegas.
The llunnin . Rebels opened up
the scoring in this one as Joey
DiGi.ovanna capped an SO-yard drive
booting a 43-yard field goal with 13
seconds remaining in quarter number
one. It appeared as if the ballgame
would be a defensive struggle as

the board through most of the second
period. The Tigers finally erased the
goose egg as Rich Pelletier led a 59·
yard drive including a 49-yard strike
to Bill Wolsky who was caught at the
8-yard line. Kirby Warren followed
with a S-yard jaunt and the Tigers
raced into their locker room with a 73 halftime lead.
The pattern that bas been baunting the Tigers in their first two games
continued once again in the 3rd
period as Pacific's defense with the

unanswered points. With that total,
Pacific's defense has now given up 55
points in the 3rd pe,riod compared to
a combined 18 points in quarters 1, 2,
and 4.
In the 3rd period, the Tigers watched helplessly as the Rebels' Keyvan
Jenkins scored on a 26-yard run,
kicker Joey DiGiovanna powered a
31-yard field goal and Randall Conningham booked up on a 42-yard
scoring toss to Reggie Farmer.
other
scoring
in 6:24
the
gameThe
cameonly
in the
4th period
with
left as Randall Cunningham plunged
over from 1 yard out, DiGiovanna's
kick was good and the Rebels
defeated Pacific 28·7.

T-Shirts
Sweats
Sweaters
For Donns, Sororities, and Fraternities

Screenprintirig & Embrotdery

t

~

~

Quality work at competiflve prices

~

Four yeers on cempus
Tiger head coach Bob c
. . :.....
preparation/or the Fresno StatiHufJ:: slnstructlons on the practice field in.

;
;

SEMEN
DONORS
WANTED

i

.i

for doctors
Infertility office

i
:

For More Info Call

I
l
j
•

i..................
957-7056
J

Athletic Sports & Lettering

L
0
0
1
0
1
1
1

On The Miracle Mile

~undreds. of

previously unavai Iable

. m Japan. The pressings are superb
and t_he selection is fantastic' Pictured
and listed are just a few: co~e on.
and see the rest!
m
Cannonball Adderley
Stratght, No Chaser
This Here
Wtth Btll Evans
In San Franctsco

Louis Armstrong
Satchmo at Pasadena
Satchmo & Hts Frtends

Chat Baker
You Can't Go Home
Chat Baker Sings
Pretty Groovy

aravan

Ntght In Tunista

Milt Jackson

IN LINCOLN CENTER
'AY LEIIIIDE

Ahmad Jamal

Sonny Rollins
With The M.JO

J.J. Johnson

Joe Sample

Elvin Jones

George Shearing

Quincy .lone
01
s

Horace Silver

02
Ltve At Budokan

Zoot Sims
Jimm11 Smith

Free Estimates

.lohn Coltrane

Steps

Fast Service
1829 Pacific Ave.
.. 63-9013

Sonny Criss

Barney Kessel

The Crusaders
Ltve In Japan

Joe Dalto

Steve Khan

Sonny Stitt
Blow & Sallade

Lea Kanitz

Gabor Szabo/
Bobb!l Womack

M'tc h el Legrand
Modern Ja 0

Quartet

Dtango

Paul Desmond

Herbie Mann

Duke Ellington

Shelly Manne

Bill Evens
Everybody Dtgs
Waltz For Debby
Hiow My Heart Stngs
A one
Conversattons

Ftngertng
Goodbye Btll Evans

Charles
M'tngus
E
T asl Coasttngs
'luana Moods

Thelonious
Round Mtd

Monk

~ays Elltn;'g~l
tlh Coltrane

OPEN

Mandarin Dinner For two
Ton Soup
p
2 Won
Egg Rolls
arsons
sweet and sour Pork
Stea!TiedRice
Chunk chicken
w 1 apeclal aauce

ReIU IlrIJ·$15.80
W/ Coupon $9.95·

Good Tu•••un 9/l6-9 /3o

Smoktn In The Ptt
Step By Step

Earl Klugh

John Lewis

Great Jazz Standards
Ltve NY t980
Ltve At Publtc Theater

:;<»
8

Frtendshtp
Gentle Thoughts
On The Ltne

Paul Smith

AUTH~~tCHUNAONRTHERN CHINESE CUISINE
• PEKING - HUNAN

1511 PACIFIC AVE

Oscar Peterson

Terumasa Hlno

Gil Evans

CUllED
IO.IIAY

Ltve In Tokyo

Stan Kenton

~

DAU

Jim Hall

Those Kenton Days
Among Frtends
Meets the Rhythm Sectton
Plus Eleven

Wynton Kelly

Ching

1uo ro 10

Art Pepper

Dizzy Gillespie

Sonny Clark

••
GO

On Dtal . Vol 1

Jaco Pastorius.

Larry Carlton

Serge Chaloff

~an

ro

Sweet Ratn
Plays
Cool Sounds
At The Shtne

Lee Ritenour

Wall<tn'
Relaxtn
Steam10•
Cooktn'

fOOD

Charlie Parker

Woody Herman

Rendezvous

NEW YEN CHING RESTAURANT

Meets Monk

Stan Getz

George Cables

Boston Blowup
Blue Serge

~~t~~~~ISINE
1111 & w~::-IING • IANQUITS

Gerry Mulligan

Red Garland

Django Reinhardt

Miles Davia

• LUNCH • PAMIL y

Eric Gale

Moanin'
Sesame Mucho
Boss Guttar

Coleman Hawkins

M tnt Jumps
Make Up Ctty
Eyes Of The Mtnd
Cross Potnl
Four By Four
Photographs

Clubs & Businesses

New York

Dave Brubeck

Caslopaa

Group prices for Teams,

Was Montgomery

Barr11 Finnerty

Herbie Hancock

Singtng & Playtng

. A Frisbee Golf Tournament
will be held October 1 at 11:00 to
S:30 p_.m. on Knoles Lawn. The
event IS sponsored by Alpha Chi
Omega and all preceeds will go to
Easter Seals. Fees are $10 per team
or $2 per person and sign-ups are
at the Burns Tower information
desk.
!he event is open to all commumty residents and all UOP
students. Events include a frisbee
g~lf co~rse open and will conclude
w1th ultimate frisbee.

Art Farmer

Dave Grusln

Art Blakey &
Tche Jazz Messengers

Benefits Easter Seals

Campus Rep Rob Blakey

{~~z classtcs are now imported direct

CTI Collectton

Sill. Screen printing on T-shirts,
Uniforms, Jackets And Caps

Proven dependeble

Japanese Imports

George Benson

Frisbee Golf

Fresno State Pro.te•

Fresno State has Yet to•
conference game, however
. coming off one of the
pressive seasons in PCAA.
finishing 11-1 on the year
defeated in six conferen~
the Tigers plan to stay in
for the PCAA crown they're
have to pull an upset in
Fresno State is hungry for 1
and looking for their secon
secutive California Bowl bid d
going to have to play as h~d
can play, as well as we can
quit worrying about all the
.
We have no control over then,
Cope.
·

Identity YQurselfl

r···········--:g.

PCAA Standings
w

I

By Dave RoolelH

~!~don

IN LINCOL IFIC AVE
N CENTER

Takanaka
Braztltan Sktes
Super Ltve
Ratnbow Gobltns

Toots Thielemans
Lennie Tristano
Sadao Watanabe
Ntce Shot
My Dear Ltfe
Ca~fornta Shower

Phil Woods
Lester Young
Yutaka
Love Ltght

.
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Rosselli Raps

By Dave Rosselli
Sports
Editor

Program at critical point
In a matter of three years the UOP women's volleyball program
made a phenomenal escalation from a virtual intramural competitor in
1976, to a national contender in 1979 (fourth nationally). Four years
later, now in 1983, the Lady Tigers are seriusly contending for the number one ranking in America. Most of this success is due to the incredible
talents of Dr. Taras Liskevych who took the program under his wing in
1976 and has guided and directed the ladies since that point.
Liskevych, who may very well be the best coach in the nation, has
reached a serious turning point in his efforts to continue a top notch
program here at Pacific. Either the Athletic Department decides to invest
more in the way of full ride scholarships (12 as opposed to 10) or accor. ding to Liskevych, the level of competition could begin to drop offi
"The sport is increasing so dramatically as far as great athletes and
programs spending money," said head coach Terry Liskevych. "The big
schools like Texas, Nebraska, Kentucky and Tennessee are spending a
bundle of money on new recruits.''
Obviously, Pacific does not have the resources of a Tennessee or
Nebraska, but adding two scholarships to a program that has shown
stability, consistency and outstanding success hardly seems like a big
sacrifice in comparison to what the program has already offered the
university.
"I think the university has an outstanding program," said
Liskevych. "They get national prominence from the team by spending
very little money compared to other volleyball programs," he added.
"The problem is that the girls we're trying to recruit this year can go
anywhere in the nation for free, they certainly aren't going to come here if
they have to pay their own way."
Pacific, currently ranked second in the nation, is the only major
volleyball power that is still struggling to acquire 12 scholarships.
"There is a reluctance on the part of the advisory board to recommend
an increase in the program until the overall athletic picture exhibits some
stability," said Athletic Director Elkin "Ike" Isaac.
Stability is something that is certainly not in question . as far as
.volleyball program is concerned. In seven years, Liskevych has compiled
a 202-73 record and has been ranked nationally over the past four years
(second in 1980). It would definitely be a shlUlle to see such a
phenomenal program take a tum in the opposite direction
"How long can one pound one's head against the wall for scholarships, or for fundraising and still try to be a volleyball coach?" According to Liskevych, the program must fundraise 40,000 <iollars a year in
order to survive. ''If we can't keep up to the standards of division I
volleyball, then maybe we ought to think about dropping down,"
Liskevych said. "If we don't want to be in division I then they certainly
don't need me."
Aside from coaching, Liskevych is involved in volleyball clinics and
seminars throughout the nation and certainly has the credentials to be
coaching anywhere in America. The primary focus as far as the volleyball
program is concerned at this point is to win the national championship.
The T'tgers are indeed in full pursuit of that goal. However, when
evaluation time rolls around sometime in December, only one thing will
be on the mind of Terry Liskevych.
Let's hope for the future of the volleyball program here at Pacific
that the AThletic Department can be receptive to the program's needs. If
so, top notch volleyball under the direction of Terry liskevych can continue here at the University of the Pacific in 1984.
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lf1ve prices
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OPENS SEPTEMBER 23rd AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU
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Now you're looking forward
in time... to careers, new
places and new adventures. f-+-1--+-t-+---t---+--iso you'll want to take the
memories of your senior
year with you on those new
paths. Next week, have your H-t-+-t-t--+-t--i
senior portrait taken and bu
a yearbook in the UC ·
Theater to remember in the
future the memories of
today ...

·-----------------------------------------------~---·

How to Choose Your Hairdresser
What you should know before you decide

Do you want an "easy to
care for" hairstyle? Or need
to know how to look your
best? Or does your career
demand that you look
e0nvincingly professional?
Chances are the haircutter
in a chain salon won' t be
able to help. Chances are
'in fact' most salons won't
do much better.
Coco's Hair Fashions is
your local Sebastian
Artistic Center. That gives
our hairstylists an excellent
reason to find solutions to
your cutting, coioring , or
permanent wave questions.

..
946-2155

957-5944
St. Marks
Plaza

. We are able to help you
with contemporary and
advant-ginde hairstyles as
well 1s the products and
tools you'll need for your
hair care. Does this
expertise and qualit y cost
more? Not at all. We
consistently try to offer
more for your dollar.
See for yourself why
people have been coming to
Coco 's Hair Fashions.
We are open Tues. - Sat.
in St. Marks Plaza. Also
evenings. So call now!
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SPORTS

Lady Tigers win invitational over ~~9~Y
G Spanos Center.
2,000 fans at A · ·
h ranked
The Tigers defeated the ?~-ll S-IS,
Cal Poly SLO Mustangs
'
'
Edltor-Ja..Cblef
15-10 and 15-12.
d
The UOP womens volleyball
Sophomore Therse Boy1e ~
Junior Lisa Franco led the team m
team, hot off a sweep· of their own
kills with 14. Eileen pempster was
Invitational, breaks new ground this
weekend as they venture on a three- S• The Tiger ~ttack was led by · outstanding in the nuddle and was
named the tourney ~VP •. Burns h.ad
game road-swing back East.
"This is a big road-trip," said Junior Eileen Dempster (10 kills, 2 another excellent mght Wlth 13 kills
head coach Terry J..iskevych, "We are block shots and 3 block assists) and and 2 block shots.
.
ti
playing against three of the top- Robin Burns (9 kills, 3 block shots
pacific was down 9- ~4 ~.game our
and
3
block
assists).
ranked Eastern teams.''
but great blocking and klll~ng at the
UOP was behind 7-0 in game two net by Dempster coupled ~1th th~ exThe Tigers, who are currently
undefeated (4-0) and ranked 2nd before coming alive to escape with a cellent serving of Jun.1~r Lmda
nationally, face Eastern Kentucky narrow 15-12 victory. The Gauchos Vaughn off the bench spmted UOP
tonight and then ¥ entuckv tomorrow looked demoralized after blowing to a match ending vi tory·
night in Lexington, Kentucky. game two and the Tigers wasted no time
In the earlier cosolation match,
Pacific was in Knox-ville last night in ending the match with an easy wm BYU routed Northwestern 15-7, 15-6
against Tennessee but the score was in game three.
and 15-lO. On Friday, Cal Poly had
unavailable at the press time.
lost to BYU 15-8, 15-4, 12-15 and 15"We have proven that we can Fri. and Sat., Sept. 16-17 UOP 8. Pacific took care of Northwester?
Invitational toumament
win at home under adversity,"
The Tigers won their own tour- 15.10, 15-3 and 15-7 to ensure thetr
remarked Liskevych, "now we have
nament last Saturday before a noisy spot in the final match.
to do it one the road."

By Dan Sousa

Tuesday Sept. lO vs. UCSB
UOP
soundly
defeated
UC Santa
nationally
ranked
Barbara in 3 · straight sets. The
Tigers used only 68 minutes to set
back the Gl!uchos 15-3, 15--12 and15-

l Water polo powers over
By Kevin Messinger
Staff Writer
~
~
~
~;:~
~

The University of the Pacific's
water polo team concluded last
weekend's trip south on a positive
note with a 9-8 victory over the
presiously unbeaten and 3rd ranked
... USC Trojans. "The win over USC
&:'
was definitely the high point
emotionally of the tournament,'' said.
coach Dennis Nugent.
Eileen Dempster who was selected Most Valuable player in this year's
The assault of USC put another
UOP Invitational Volleyball Tournament is shown here spiking one past the
knotch in the win column as the
runner-up Cal-Poly Mustangs.
Tigers poster a 3-2 record and a sixth
fi~::~:;~~--~ii~iiiiB:••••••••••••••••••••••••a place fmish out of 16 entrants at the
Cal-Irvine Tournament. However,
the weekend's schedule began last
Thursday, the 20th of September,
with a 7-6 loss al the hands of those
same Trojans. Following a 2-llead at
•
•
•
For mformat1on
on volunteer• the half, the UOP defense suffered a
:work in the Admissions Office: breakdown which resulted in three
unanswered USC goals and a 4-2
:contact:
:
•
AnneSeed
• Trojan lead, a margin which they
:
Phone 2211
: never gained. " We had the ability to
win," said Nugent. " We didn't feel
:
By Sept. 30
:
good losing by just one. We just turned the ball over too many times, " he

1

!•
•
•••
•

Correction

•
i
••
••
•

a•••••••••••••••••••••••••:•

added.
Following Thursday's defeat, the
Tigers bounced back for what was
undoubtedly their most impressive
outing of the four-day trip as they
ripped Pepperdine 6-3 on Friday.
Producing goals for the Tigers were
Mike Haley, Kevin Hernandez, Drew
Henry, and Dan Hollingsworth,
while Carl Gunn fired two shots into
the nets.
The next morning, the Tigers
faced UCLA and fell victim to the
Bruins with a 6-3 loss. The UCLA
loss was very similar to the USC loss
on Thursday as the Tigers held their
own early on, only to breakdown iJi
the later periods. "We played solid
the .first three quarters agamst
UCLA, but just couldn't quite hang
in there," said Nugent. "The score
was not indicative of how close the
game was," he commented.
That afternoon, UOP confronted UC San Diego and soundly
defeated them by a 7-4 tally. The
Tigers rolled out to a commanding 41 first quarter lead before loqking to
the younger members of the team to

carry them in the second half.. "We
let everyone get an opportumty to
play and get some experience," said
Nugent.
·
Victory was not meant to be in
Saturday night's game, though, as ·
UC Santa Barbara rolled over UOP
8-2. Following the defeat, UOP coach
Nugent said quite simply, "We
weren't ready to play against UCSB".
However, according to UOP
coach Nugent, September 18th
marked the first time in the school's
history that the Tigers had defeated
perennial power-house USC. Having
lost to them just three days earlier,
the Tigers knew they had the ability
to beat the Trojans . The Tiger scoring
punch was intact with two goals
apiece by Gunn, Hernandez, and
Lautze. Single goals were scored by
Haley, Henry and Hollingsworth.
Despite the offensive firepower,
though, the defense was simply not
that good.
The USC victory reai1y gave a
boost of confidence to not only
Nugent, but the Tiger players as well.

.s-"-..rue night at

~.,..,.,

westfl1l

thC: net ........_
su...;.;...
(13

Magmot

and Burns (10 ldlls) led the

Team Notes
Other UOP players named to the
Invitation All-Star squad were Bu 1111
All-American setter Jan Sanders.
..... Against UCSB the Tiaers had l
(Maninot, Boyle, Dempster, Franco (2)
ders (2) and Market (2) w~le comautlirla
two service errors on the ruaht ... Also
UCSB Franco had an outstanding
of S71 while Burns also had a areat
.474 As a team UOP was .267
UCSB's .088 ... UOP has never met
or Eastern Kentucky but has played
once. In that match which was played
at the AlAW toumament Pacific won
2 ... Pacific i& now Il-l vs. UCSB, 7~
Poly and 4-1' vs. Northwestern. The nen
home game is Thursday, Sept. 29 vs.
Clara. Game time is 7:30p.m.

usc

0·

Natio
Updat
NeW student

"We showed our potential in
USC game," said Mike
"When we play to the best of
ability, we can beat anyone," he
ded.
Looking back on last
Nugent was again pleased
team's balance. "Look at the
down of stats -- We are a
stated the Tiger mentor. "It's
the season. I believe that with
hunger to win these guys have,
gonna keep going after
Notes:
--Ruudo"u of last "eek'sscora:
USC7,

UOP 6, PtDtlrildl
UCLA

Ship Joins

-UOP's ovenllrecord stauds at 3-4
··Mike Haley scored 4 1oals lu lut
lou to USC.
·-Both CARL G•u• aud Kevin Herautllllllll

Check Our New Low
Low Prices

-

.
An~ouncing
th~ arnval of Prestige· Prints
- supenor quality prints that will
make you love your photos.
With Prestige Film Developing. you get:
• Big 4" prints 38% larger in size
• Double Check Processing
at each step
• Careful hand inspection

while

• Protective negative sleeving
• Memory dated prints for
easy reference
• Protective clear-view vin 1
wallet for print storag~
• Fast on-time delivery

Speedy ch

